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Barbara Nishimoto: Every Day She Shrank In Size 
When I was nine a neighbor boy said something about my grandmother, an Issei who spoke only a 
word or two of English.  When I think of it maybe the boy hadn’t meant to be rude, just 
curious.  “Why does she look like that?”  But he made a kind of face as though smelling something 
bad, and I took offense.  In bed that night I couldn’t help thinking about the boy and what he had 
said, and I got angry because I had just stood there looking at him; I had even smiled as though 
appreciating his comment. 
That next morning I woke early and got dressed and sneaked out of the house.  It was summer, and 
the sun was just rising.  I’d never before been outside alone so early, and I felt this odd, empty 
feeling that comes every time I wake before dawn.  Like being in a tourist trap off-season.  Anyway, I 
took a brick of charcoal from the bag in our garage and cut through our backyard to the neighbor’s.  I 
remember how wet and cold the grass was against my ankles; my shoes were soon soaked with 
dew.  I leaned over the small prickly hedge and scribbled graffiti all over the back of the boy’s white 
frame garage.  Silly now that I think of it.  I didn’t write any curse words, or scathing indictments; the 
charcoal was too hard.  The most I could manage were faint loopy lines like some kind of Palmer 
penmanship practice.  But that evening when Mr. Bachmeier saw the damage he assumed his son 
was to blame.  “Get over here.”  The man was famous in the neighborhood for his loud voice and 
quick temper.  “What did you do?  What the hell did you do?”  I stood with my father in our driveway 
and watched as the man grabbed his son by the arm and began to beat the kid.  “Old Henry sure 
gets mad,” my father said.  I don’t know if Mr. Bachmeier ever realized his son was innocent.  I don’t 
know if I was ever suspected.  I certainly never felt guilty, and after a while I just forgot about it. 
Then there was this other time I did the same thing only I was an adult, not some stupid, timid kid so 
maybe that’s proof I am that stereotype.  Anyway, it was during my first teaching job in a tiny 
Alaskan village.  The bush.  The village was on a beautiful, remote island with rocky beaches 
beneath steep dark cliffs, and the mountains, those that hadn’t been clear cut, were covered with 
pine.  This was pre-Internet when there wasn’t any television reception, and the radio signals were 
often weak and filled with static.  People gathered in each other’s homes and socialized for hours to 
pass the time.  The small group of teachers I was part of met for dinner almost every night in one of 
our shabby, low-ceilinged homes.  After a while most stopped knocking and just came right on 
in.  “May we visit?”  It was strange that we rarely talked about any problems we were having at 
school, nor how we were treated as outsiders and viewed with suspicion by the villagers.  Instead we 
complained about the dreary weather and lack of conveniences and fresh produce.  We even 
mimicked the students’ naiveté and their sad clumsy attempts to copy popular trends.   All that 
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!
Method!One:!BlackMOut!writing!in!pure!silence.!
!

Regret&
&

I&think&that&night&
I&was&stupid&
People&talked&&

About&how&I&was&preoccupied&
And&drunk&

My&memory&couldn’t&participate&
I&was&lucky&
My&wife&

Was&on&the&steps&&
Quiet&

Just&like&I&suspected&
And&I&felt&guilt&

I&complain&a&certain&way&
It’s&not&all&I&think&about&

&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&
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Method&Two:&BlackMOut!writing!in!a!busy!room!
!

Head&Games&
&

When&I&woke&before&dawn&
I&scribbled&all&over&the&beautiful&stories&

And&once&I&would&sit&
On&the&chair&

The&irrelevant&problems&
Intended&to&clear&

Honestly,&&
Anything&will&no&longer&face&the&memory&&

Of&the&year&we&were&warmer&&
And&the&beauty&that&was&pushed&

Back&and&forth&
By&the&loneliness&

You&could&make&sure&&
You’re&the&only&footsteps&&
Waiting&on&the&corner&
As&the&whispers&circle&

And&the&distance&steps&without&a&glance&
The&bodies&were&quiet&

Like&I&suspected&&
I&somehow&found&comfort&

In&who&I&really&am&
I&only&think&&

About&what&I&did&

!
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Method&Three:&BlackMout!writing!with!music!!
!

&
Self&Improvement&&

&
I&said&I&woke&

And&felt&empty&&
Like&a&bag&in&the&grass&
My&words&were&loud&
And&after&a&while&

There&wasn’t&people&&
To&talk&to&

When&I&realized&
I&wasn’t&anonymous&
I&tilted&the&behavior&

And&would&step&towards&more&&
Anonymous&behaviors&&
Correcting&tiny&drama&
To&allow&me&to&comfort&

Myself&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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